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Middle School Dramatic Performance General Judging Instructions 
- If the performance is from a single source, presentation shall be from memory (DI, HI, DUO).  

- If the performance is a compilation of multiple sources, presentation does not need to be memorized and speaker may 

utilize a binder to hold his/her script (POI).  

-Use of costumes is not allowed. 

- The selection(s) shall be chosen from short stories, novels, plays or poetry published in printed form. 

- This is to be regarded as a speaking situation. Speaker (DI, HI, POI) or speakers (DUO) should remain in a general 

upright position. Speaker(s) may portray one or several characters. 

- Time limit is ten minutes with a grace period of 30 seconds. Overtime should affect score at judge’s discretion. 
 
The following areas for comments are offered to assist the judge in making a well-informed and complete 
decision. Written comments for the competitor are very important to assist the competitor in their continued 

educational experience. Keep in mind, you are writing comments to students ages 11 to 14.       

Introduction: Does the introduction 
give a title(s), author(s) and 
necessary background for 

understanding the selection?  Does it 
establish a mood that leads naturally 

into the interpretation? 
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Characterization: Is the 

character/are the characters easy to 

identify and consistently presented?  

Do vocal quality, fluency, enunciation 

and gestures enhance 

communication? 
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Delivery: Is the communication clear 

and does it convey the mood or idea 

of the selection as a whole?  Does 

the speaker demonstrate emotional 

involvement with the selection? 
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Overall Effect: Is the selection 
dramatic and a good vehicle for 

interpretation? 
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RANK:   place. (Give one 1st, one 2nd, one 3rd, and all remaining speakers 4th) 

RATING:  50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34 32 30 
        Superior (S)             Excellent (E)            Good  (G)          Needs Improvement (NI) 

Judge Name (Please Print):       Affiliation:     

Round  Section    Length of Performance    
 

Contestant Name             

Title Name & Author            

 

This refers to the two letters 
in front of the student’s 
name on your master ballot 
 


